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Virgin Mobile is the first universal mobile service of India, which is focused on youth. Tata
Teleservices presents virgin mobile brand to the Indian customers. Virgin mobile India offers its
adeptness and experience in marketing, advertising, designing and probing of virgin mobile branded
products to Tata Teleservices. Virgin mobile is mainly considered to focus on youth section of the
country. This mobile phone provides both CDMA and GSM sections.

Virgin mobile recharge presents multiple tariff plans in prepaid recharge category. It also offers
mobile worth added services to subscribers. Now, you can easily recharge your virgin prepaid from
the office or home through online services. Virgin online recharge makes it simple to recharge your
prepaid recharge. It also helps to recharge your phone by using mobile recharge application for
many platforms. You can keep away from searching for a trader to procure the card and also you
can evade the hassles of having to withdraw cash when you are outside. Virgin smart online
recharge services help you to recharge all virgin prepaid mobile phones. You can simply recharge
your mobile phone through internet by using credit card, debit card and net banking etc.

Virgin mobile service is accessible in many circles like Delhi NCR, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh,
Mumbai, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Haryana, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Kolkata and Punjab etc.
Virgin mobile asserts with numerous other mobile operators throughout India. They are Aircel, Airtel,
BSNL, Idea, Videocon and Vodafone etc. Virgin smart online recharge also gives you an opportunity
to recharge you SMS pack through online. The best and smart online recharge scheme for SMS
pack is like if you recharge Rs.69 then you will get free local and national unlimited SMS for 30 days
and if you recharge Rs. 39 then you will easily get free local 600 SMS for 30 days.

For contacting the customer care service, consumer can dial 121 from virgin mobile or 60016666
with STD code. Consumers can enjoy the facility of diverse call management services like call
waiting, call hold and call conference etc. If consumer wants to ask any question or share
experience from customer care then they can simply dial 121 for his or her handset. Consumers can
easily avail diverse value added services like they can easily get SMS alerts amenity, which keeps
them updated with elections and test matches etc. Customers can use MMS services and
afterwards, they can also access their emails, social networking sites through internet.
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For top and latest a Virgin Online Recharge schemes, you can feel free to stay on mobikwik.com for
best a Online Recharge services.
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